SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

  

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

                 
         

DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

               
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?  
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1



2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                     
                   
                 
                    
 
 
               

            

          
         
               
             

         
                  
  
 
             
 
                
   
                  
              
              
             
       
               
                 
               
             
                

             
                

               


SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

  

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

     

             
            
           

DPP GOAL

In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

             
         
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

              
                
               
          
                
                
               
             
              
               
           

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

   

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

            
             
             
          
              
               
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

            
     
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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No
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No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Counseling Position Supplement
SECTION 4A: COUNSELING RATIOS
A
How many counseling LHE/hours were offered last Fall and Spring?
B
Multiply A. by 0.6 to determine this amount in Lecture LHE
C
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department purposes last Fall and Spring?
D
Total the number of Lecture and Release LHE (B + C = D)
E
Total number of faculty?
F
Total number of non-student contact faculty?
G
Total number of student contact faculty?
H
Total number of instruction LHE offered?
I
Total number of instruction LHE taught by adjunct faculty?
J
Total number of LHE taught by contract faculty?
K
Total number of student contacts (appts./drop-in/new student orientation/Early Welcome/Academic Probation
Workshop/Financial Aid/CTE)?
L
Total number of student contacts previous year?
M What is the percentage change from the previous year (student contacts)?
Please compare SCC’s counselor to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of Campus
Number of Counselors
Number of Students


Santiago Canyon College


1. CE - Santa Ana

2. CE - North Orange CCD


3. CE - San Diego CCD


A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K













L
M

Ratio








SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

              
            
            
                 
              
            
             
             
             
               
             
         
            
             
            
             
             
                   
              
              
               
             
                 
              
            
            
                
                 
 
       

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

   

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

              
            
            
            
               
            
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

            
     
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Counseling Position Supplement
SECTION 4A: COUNSELING RATIOS
A
How many counseling LHE/hours were offered last Fall and Spring?
B
Multiply A. by 0.6 to determine this amount in Lecture LHE
C
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department purposes last Fall and Spring?
D
Total the number of Lecture and Release LHE (B + C = D)
E
Total number of faculty?
F
Total number of non-student contact faculty?
G
Total number of student contact faculty?
H
Total number of instruction LHE offered?
I
Total number of instruction LHE taught by adjunct faculty?
J
Total number of LHE taught by contract faculty?
K
Total number of student contacts (appts./drop-in/new student orientation/Early Welcome/Academic Probation
Workshop/Financial Aid/CTE)?
L
Total number of student contacts previous year?
M What is the percentage change from the previous year (student contacts)?
Please compare SCC’s counselor to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of Campus
Number of Counselors
Number of Students


Santiago Canyon College


1. CE - Santa Ana

2. CE - North Orange CCD


3. CE - San Diego CCD


A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K













L
M

Ratio








SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

            
             
            
             
             
                   
              
              
               
             
                 
              
            
            
                
                 
 
       

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

   

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

     

              
            
           
            
              
        
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

            
     
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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3
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4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Counseling Position Supplement
SECTION 4A: COUNSELING RATIOS
A
How many counseling LHE/hours were offered last Fall and Spring?
B
Multiply A. by 0.6 to determine this amount in Lecture LHE
C
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department purposes last Fall and Spring?
D
Total the number of Lecture and Release LHE (B + C = D)
E
Total number of faculty?
F
Total number of non-student contact faculty?
G
Total number of student contact faculty?
H
Total number of instruction LHE offered?
I
Total number of instruction LHE taught by adjunct faculty?
J
Total number of LHE taught by contract faculty?
K
Total number of student contacts (appts./drop-in/new student orientation/Early Welcome/Academic Probation
Workshop/Financial Aid/CTE)?
L
Total number of student contacts previous year?
M What is the percentage change from the previous year (student contacts)?
Please compare SCC’s counselor to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of Campus
Number of Counselors
Number of Students


Santiago Canyon College


1. CE - Santa Ana

2. CE - North Orange CCD


3. CE - San Diego CCD


A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K













L
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

            
             
            
             
             
                   
              
              
               
             
                 
              
            
            
                
                 
 
       

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

      

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

             
         
          
          
            
            
DPP GOAL

In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

              
        
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?   
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                 
                
     
             
            
 
            
             

              
             
 
          
              
       
             
 
           
               
              
              
              
              
      

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

    

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

               
             
              
               
           
              
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

      
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                 
                
                 
                 
             
                  
               
                
      

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

       

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

               
             
              
               
           
              
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

      
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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No
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                 
              
                 
                   
              
                
                   
              
              

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

       

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

               
             
              
               
           
              
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

      
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?  
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                 
              
                 
                   
              
                
                   
              
              

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

      

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

             
           
            
             


DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

              
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1





2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Other Non-Instructional Position Supplement
SECTION 4C:
A
Number of fulltime SCC faculty in this role?
B
Number of adjunct SCC faculty in this role?
Please compare SCC’s position to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of campus
Faculty in Position
Number of Students Impacted


Santiago Canyon College


1. No data available


2. Other CE programs do not


3. have this postition...yet.

A
B
Ratio








SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

               
                
             
              
                
           
             
               
             
             
         
 
               

            
             
     
               
        
              

            
           
        
                 
        
        
              
  
              
         
           
               
            

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

             
             
               
            

DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

            
    
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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No
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4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

              
                
                  
         
                  
                
                  
                  
 
                
                
             
            
                
              
                
                 
 
                     
               
              
              
                
               
            
                
              
            

                    
    
 
           
     
        
              
   
             

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

 

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

   

4

             
            
             
              
               
             
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

          
    
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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Yes
Yes
Yes
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No
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3

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

             
               
               
             
              
             
             
            
               
            
            
            
                
               
               
               
          
               
                 
               
               
                 
              
              
                
               
                 
               
                
              
              
                   
               
              
               
                
                 
             
                
             
              
                 
           

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

                
             
          
            
             

DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

   
            
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

             
                
            
              
                   
                

              
            
             
            
               
               
               

               
                
              
               
               
                
      
               
             
        

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

                
             
          
            
             

DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

   
            
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

             
                
            
              
                   
                

              
            
             
            
               
               
               

               
                
              
               
               
                
      
               
             
        

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

           
             
            
               
             
          
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

      
       
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

 
              
            
             
    
 
           
                 
    

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

       

            
             
           
            
        
           
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

                  
         
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Counseling Position Supplement
SECTION 4A: COUNSELING RATIOS
A
How many counseling LHE/hours were offered last Fall and Spring?
B
Multiply A. by 0.6 to determine this amount in Lecture LHE
C
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department purposes last Fall and Spring?
D
Total the number of Lecture and Release LHE (B + C = D)
E
Total number of faculty?
F
Total number of non-student contact faculty?
G
Total number of student contact faculty?
H
Total number of instruction LHE offered?
I
Total number of instruction LHE taught by adjunct faculty?
J
Total number of LHE taught by contract faculty?
K
Total number of student contacts (appts./drop-in/new student orientation/Early Welcome/Academic Probation
Workshop/Financial Aid/CTE)?
L
Total number of student contacts previous year?
M What is the percentage change from the previous year (student contacts)?
Please compare SCC’s counselor to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of Campus
Number of Counselors
Number of Students


Santiago Canyon College


1. Santa Ana College

2. Orange Coast College


3. Irvine Valley College


A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K













L
M

Ratio









SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

               
               
            
               
            
           
               
                

     
             
 
              
  
            
            
        
          
             
           
             
                
             
             
            
 
               
              
           
              
            
             
         
              
              
            

             
             

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

            
            
            
        
           
            
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

                  
         
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:





2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Counseling Position Supplement
SECTION 4A: COUNSELING RATIOS
A
How many counseling LHE/hours were offered last Fall and Spring?
B
Multiply A. by 0.6 to determine this amount in Lecture LHE
C
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department purposes last Fall and Spring?
D
Total the number of Lecture and Release LHE (B + C = D)
E
Total number of faculty?
F
Total number of non-student contact faculty?
G
Total number of student contact faculty?
H
Total number of instruction LHE offered?
I
Total number of instruction LHE taught by adjunct faculty?
J
Total number of LHE taught by contract faculty?
K
Total number of student contacts (appts./drop-in/new student orientation/Early Welcome/Academic Probation
Workshop/Financial Aid/CTE)?
L
Total number of student contacts previous year?
M What is the percentage change from the previous year (student contacts)?
Please compare SCC’s counselor to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of Campus
Number of Counselors
Number of Students


Santiago Canyon College


1. Santa Ana College

2. Orange Coast College


3. Irvine Valley College


A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K













L
M

Ratio









SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

               
               
            
             
             
            
         
                 
              
              
             
     
             
 
              
  
            
            
        
          
                  
             
           
          
              
    
             
             
    
              
              
             
       
            
                
                 
                

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

            
            
            
        
           
            
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

                  
         
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:



2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes








3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Counseling Position Supplement
SECTION 4A: COUNSELING RATIOS
A
How many counseling LHE/hours were offered last Fall and Spring?
B
Multiply A. by 0.6 to determine this amount in Lecture LHE
C
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department purposes last Fall and Spring?
D
Total the number of Lecture and Release LHE (B + C = D)
E
Total number of faculty?
F
Total number of non-student contact faculty?
G
Total number of student contact faculty?
H
Total number of instruction LHE offered?
I
Total number of instruction LHE taught by adjunct faculty?
J
Total number of LHE taught by contract faculty?
K
Total number of student contacts (appts./drop-in/new student orientation/Early Welcome/Academic Probation
Workshop/Financial Aid/CTE)?
L
Total number of student contacts previous year?
M What is the percentage change from the previous year (student contacts)?
Please compare SCC’s counselor to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of Campus
Number of Counselors
Number of Students


Santiago Canyon College


1. Santa Ana College

2. Orange Coast College


3. Irvine Valley College


A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K













L
M

Ratio









SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

               
               
            
             
             
            
         
                 
              
              
             
     
             
 
              
  
            
            
        
          
                  
             
           
          
              
    
             
             
    
              
             
             
        
            
                
                 
                

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

 

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

                 
               
             
             
 

DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

              
      
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1





2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

  
              
                 
              
              
     
                  
          
                   
                    
     
                  
    
            
               
              
                
                    
                
               
              
              
                  
                
                 
                  
             
                 
      
             
             
               
              
                
                   
               
                 
                   
                   
                      
                 
                   

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

 

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

  

            
             
            
            
           
      
DPP GOAL
 
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

              
         
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1



2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Other Non-Instructional Position Supplement
SECTION 4C:
A
Number of fulltime SCC faculty in this role?
B
Number of adjunct SCC faculty in this role?
Please compare SCC’s position to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of campus
Faculty in Position
Number of Students Impacted


Santiago Canyon College


1. Santa Rosa


2. Mt. San Jacinto


3. Saddleback

A
B
Ratio





SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

              
             
              
          
              

              
                  
               
             
            
                
        
              
            
             
                 
                 
             


SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

    

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

             
             
               
         
         
              
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

               
       
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?     
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes



2






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

           
                    
     
             
               
 
               
            
             
    
              
             
              
                
           
            
               
                
         
              
               
              
    
               
            
                   
   

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

              
                
               
             
            
       
DPP GOAL

In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

      
               
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?  
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1



2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT

Library Position Supplement
SECTION 4B: LIBRARY RATIOS
A
What is the current number of Librarians (fulltime + adjunct)?
B
Number of fulltime Librarians
C
Number of adjunct Librarians
D
How many LHE were reassigned Release Time LHE for department/credit instruction purposes last Fall and
Spring?
E
What was the ratio of Librarians to student FTES last fall and spring?
Please compare SCC’s librarian to student ratio to 3 comparable community colleges
Name of campus
Number of librarians
Number of students


Santiago Canyon College


1. MiraCosta


2. Glendale


3. Long Beach City College

A
B
C
D






E

Ratio







SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                  
               
           
            
           
               
            
    
             
          
             
 

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

               
              
              
             
             
             
DPP GOAL
     
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

            
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:





2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes







3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                  
                
                 
                    
                  
               
                   
     
                
                 
                 
 
            
               
                 
                
                 


SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

             
            
               
            
            
   
DPP GOAL
     
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

               
           
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?  
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

            
               
                
               
               
        
                   
                 
                 
                    
          
                
             
     
                  
               
                
                
                
             
                 
    

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description



1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

             
            
               
            
            
   
DPP GOAL
     
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

               
           
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes



2






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

            
               
                
               
               
        

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

    

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

        

             
             
              
            
             
   
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

                 
  
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.
1
[Insert Data Chart Here]:





2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                 
              
              
  
                
  
                  
   
             
            
               
                 


SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

    

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

   

      
             
  
            
              
 
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

               
        
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?    
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2






3

No
No
No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

               
            
             
    
                
              
               
               
                
          
               
               
              
                
               
             
                 

                
                


SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

 

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

    

          
             
             
             
            
         
DPP GOAL
    
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

                
        
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?   
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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No
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4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

                 
  
              
                 

           
                   
      
           
             
             
 
                
      

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

    

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

      

              
              
                 
             
            
              
DPP GOAL
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

                 
   
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace? 
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:

1
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Yes
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Yes





3

No
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No
No

4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

    
                  
                  
               
                 
              
              
           
            
               
              
                 
                 
      
               
                
               
              
                 
               
                  
          
 
             
                 
            
           
                
                   
              
      
  
                 
              
              
              
            
             
              
                
               
              
                
             
        

SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE FACULTY HIRING REQUEST FORM
(Only 1 position request per form)
The following information will be used by the senate to assist in the ranking of faculty hiring requests. No one part on this form will
guarantee a position; nor is any one part more important than the other.
Department:
Position:
Job description

       

1
2
3
Provide a description that would be similar to one used by Human Resources to advertise the position

4

      

                
            
             
               
           
 
DPP GOAL
   
In order to link our budgeting to our planning, copy the goal from your DPP that specifically requests this position.

     
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Would failure to fill the position result in an inability to schedule all courses or offer a program in the discipline?
Would failure to fill the position result in the closing of a laboratory or other instructional facility?
Would failure to fill the position result in limiting student services or programs in the next academic year?
Is this a non-classroom faculty position?
If this a replacement position, whom will this position replace?
If requesting multiple positions, rank the priority of this request
other requests from your department.


[Insert Data Chart Here]:
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3
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4

SCC Requests Packet—PROPOSAL DRAFT
Use this area to address any answers on the previous page and explain how this position meets the community college mission of
transfer education, occupational training, basic skills, and non-credit adult education.

              
                
              
             
                  
                
                
                
                 
             
             
               
             
               
              
             
                
                   
             
                  
                 
              
                   
              
                   
       
                
             
      
                   
                  
               
            
              
                 
               
              
  
                
                  
                
     

